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1.2 Document History 
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1.3 About the Document 

This document captures the work done as part of Ecosoft e-health (EcoEH) catalyst, contributions of various participants, 
and learnings from the EcoEH catalyst PoC conceptual/concrete design and implementation. This document also provides 
feedback to various industry forums for further evolution of business model, architecture and standards to facilitate 
adoption and automation of various industry vertical services on top of 5G network and promote seamless collaboration 
across diverse partners in this digital ecosystem. 



 

 

1 Introduction 

EcoSoft e-health (EcoEH) Catalyst is the evolution of past years SKYNET and Ghost in the Shell catalysts. We 
aimed at proving how the fulfilment, assurance and inter-carrier settlement can be managed at OSS/BSS layer 

for complex services in global multi-carrier (incl. Edge) multi-technology environments. We worked mostly on 
connectivity. We tried to prove how network slices with suitable characteristics, could be provided and 
orchestrated for E2E connectivity among (Lead service / transit/ Last mile service) providers of simple services. 
We also worked on the marketplace and final customers, with necessary quality characteristics. We analyzed 

more in depth what such a scenario would mean for assurance components. We also analyzed how closed loop, 
preventive analysis, and monitoring can help achieving the reliability required for critical services running on a 
given distributed Service Providers landscape.  

In such analysis, we found our e-health (electric health) services such as remote AI counseling need much shorter 
time (ideally seconds) in network slice switching (preparation/selection) than that of current technology. They 
said it takes more than 15 minutes. In product "Agile network changes the future" by Huawei in 2021 [1] says 

ASIC chips at the data plane (hardware defined: 24 months by traditional switch) are replaced with Huawei’s 
programmable Ethernet Network Processor (ENP) chips (SDN: 6 months by agile switch). At EuCNC 2018, Jose 
Ordonez-Lucena et al [2] says the correct design of a NSL (network slice) descriptor in the creation phase is key 

for a successful operation in the run-time phase of network slice. (The operation assumingly includes slice  
preparation/selection time.) This descriptor makes the NSL instance a self-contained (autonomous) entity. This 
autonomy enables the slice-specific management plane to operate the NSL instance in a customized way, with 

great agility and full automation. Thus, network slice providers can perform cost-efficient deployments, in an 
agile, flexible, and automated manner. This agile and automated slicing operation needed by our e-health 

services leads us to optimal Ecological Software, that is, life cycle optimal software of creation, deployment 
(use), monitoring (see), update, deletion of slices. Of course, security (auditability) is also closely related since 

such life cycle includes development phase, in case, somewhat before slice creation phase.  

          
Fig. 1.1 EcoSoft E-Health by AID Architecture 

Ecosoft e-health (EcoEH) is Ecological Software for e-health (electric health) services such as remote surgery and 

remote counseling services. Remote counseling is our use case called VICA [3]. Ecological Software is life cycle  
optimal information/knowledge of each AN layer/domain. AN is Autonomous decentralized Network. These 
services are complex and critical resource demanding especially in case of surf in demand on such as emergency 

or disasters. They include communication services as composition of services. Ecosoft aims to take these 
services out of the laboratories and adopt them in production, facing complex constraints like the ones typically 
affecting e-health services such as remote surgery and remote (AI: Artificial Intelligence) counsellor VICA. 

It is grounded on the concept of ecosystem where critical services (including composition of services) can fulfill 
their functionalities in a reliable environment ensuring their SLA. These complex services, can be composed 
relying on an “Ecosystem”, assembled collecting expertise where it actually stands. Current network 
technologies enable this composition in a Marketplace from which these services can be dispatched dynamically 



 

 

on demand. But the high purpose of these services requires that they need to be assured and, always, data 
shared have to be protected and traced: auditability at any time of the whole environment is to be ensured. 
EcoSoft e-Health aims to enrich this scenario with agile autonomous decentralized network (AN) but also with 

auditability by distributed ledger technology (DLT) especially for business aspects of the services including E2E 
Complex ones. This seems also new in IBN (intent based networking) context. Here as well, we hope to be able 
to proficiently contribute. 
The full deployment of these technologies could also enable remote surgery as well as remote (AI) counselor. 

All this using the same open platform/architecture we call AID later explained as shown in fig. 1.1! 

1.1 Goals 

E-health services are critical resource demanding as well as complex. It needs agile operation of (near) optimal 

(reliable & high-quality resources with safety. Thus the overall goals of this catalyst are as follows: 
1) Agile (seconds), safe  operation for keeping SLA in optimal bandwidth with ultra reliability (e.g. dozens of 

interchanges in conversation for counseling): agile/automatic/zero-touch (less than tens of operation 

commands even at the worst) operation for SLA quality assurance of near optimality is critical for e-health 
application (e.g. for VICA to continue conversation even on emmergency or heavy congestion)  

2) Open standard interface such as TMF open API important for agility in operation as well as scalability in 

deployment/development. 
3) Practically demonstrate how these new technologies enable SLA assured provisioning of critical complex 

services assembled in a Marketplace and composed by modules autonomously/equally provided by (near) 

optimal top excellence in each domain.  
4) To sum up, characteristics of e-health services require agility, optimality, and security as well as openness 

for scalability/reliability all of that their nature demands. A full traceability of their origin and of their 

provisioning also ensures the aspects of confidentiality. Such agile, optimal, and trustworthy way is required 
to keep SLA in case of complex fulfilment needed to obtain end user functionalities of e-health services. 

The providers of Service components constitute an ecosystem that can upload their services in a Marketplace 
also leveraging on facilities existing «in the cloud»; a Marketplace which is Autonomous and Decentralized, is 
managed by a lead service provider. 

1.2 Approach 

According to the figure 1.2, actors of complex service provisioning are 

• The Lead Service Provider: who manages the marketplace and who is responsible for the E2E service 
provisioning  ( in the pic it is  the Serv. Aggregator) 

• The Lead Network Provider: who manages the network environment and who connects all the nodes of 
the ecosystem with the expected quality parameters for each provided service (in the pic. It is 
the Operator C) 

Prior to adding a new product in the market-place it is mandatory for the Service Provider to verify that all 
nodes among the service producers and the possible consumers can be connected with th e suitable quality 

parameters. The task is performed by the Lead Network Provider who has to sign agreements with all possible 
network operators and carriers involved, to be able to deploy services with expected quality. All such aspects 
are managed according to what ongoing in “IG1265 ODA: Partnership Digital Service Enablement”.  
Similarly before registering in the customer’s catalogue a new Customer, the Service Provider has to verify that 

it is possible to deploy, to her/him, services with the suitable quality. 



 

 

Again the Lead Network provider is invoked to verify and in case to sign an agreement with the necessary 
network operators / carriers among the service producers, the Service Provider, and the Consumer. 
Each network operator involved can setup network slices dynamically and with the expected characteristics.  

EcoSoft e-Health embeds Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) provided by IOTA into Autonomous 
decentralized Networks (ANs) using intent as glue among each layer/AN. This enables Zero-touch/automatic 
agile optimal slice operation to ensure the complex services such as Remote Surgery and Counseling. This also 
audits the consistency of data and the constraints imposed by the intents at the various levels and composed 

to ensure the complex services we want to provide. 

          
       

Fig. 1.2 Actors for complex service provisioning 

Once the service is requested by a customer, the deployment phase has to be traced as well to enable auditing 

of the service. Considering the potential sensitivity of the critical e-health services assured by this catalyst, such 
capability is also mandatory. DLT can be used to either trace in a repeatable way what happens during the full 
deployment of the service instance (lifecycle from its set-up to the completion) to guarantee that all agreed SLA 

have been fulfilled and to enable its full auditability. Moreover, the characteristics of the services that can share 
confidential data requires a control not just on the process but also on the shared data. The process is in charge 
to the provider of the aggregated service (Lead Service Provider).  The shared data should ensure their origin 
and that only authorized roles can access them. This is in charge to the provider of each simple service. To do 

this, can be used either the same ledger instance as for the process or a private instance of the Service Provider.    
The approach of AID architecture passes the necessary information called SSoT (Single Source of Truth), just as 
parameters of standard APIs on ONAP base ODA. SSoT consists of network status, requirements (business 

intent), and knowledge (rules, expert’s knowledge or expertise). For example, it is done to have view on E2E 
QoS in case of troubleshooting or billing issue. Therefore, the functional capability of TMF open APIs can be 
enhanced without changing interface of the standard APIs.  It is realized in backyard digital twin world by the 

DLT log on architectural infrastructure of AID. Namely, just by parameter passing, DLT is embedded in AN 
(Autonomous decentralized Network) base IBN (Intent Base Network) using intent as glue among each layer of 
each AN. This enables automatic agile optimal network operation leveraging on 5G slices. As well, it guarantees 

origin, integrity, immutability, and confidentiality of data through recording in DLT. It enables full auditability of 
Services even in composition fashion. EcoSoft e-Health on AID architectural inflastructure is therefore capable 
to add value to EtoE QoS comprehensive service by standard TMF open APIs of ONAP base ODA. 



 

 

2  Requirements 

In the following we detailed requirements in terms of business and technical requirements . 
 

2.1 Business Requirements 

Complex revenue flows complete the interactions between providers and consumers of the portfolio of service 
components in a Marketplace, which is Autonomous and Decentralized, managed by a lead service provider 

who ensures the best connectivity according to the intent of each service component and keeps it E2E. 
The phase of identifying the actual communication providers able to fulfill the necessary requirements and 
signing a suitable agreement for service assurance is a challenging issue since the lead service provider is  to be 
the only interface to the customer. 

Moreover, in case of certain customers (universities for instance) they need a unique reference provider with 
whom a previous agreement and contract has been signed. This acts as an interface to the others that are the 
actual providers of the modules and respond for the fulfilment of the SLAs, which is securely monitored and 

audited. 
 

2.2 Technical Requirements 

A telco could also have a central role in the provisioning of the service itself.   An operator can, for instance, 
provide the “service components marketplace” with all the modules coming from the different universities and 
serving the aggregated service component as a whole. 

Thus, before allowing the hiring of a service component module it is mandatory to identif y and orchestrate all 
necessary connectivity providers for ensuring the fulfillment of the necessary quality parameters given as SLA 
(Service Level Agreement). The connection or network slicing has to be agile, on demand, dynamically provided, 

using EDGE facilities in case of need, relying on the Self-Healing and re-configuring capabilities of Autonomous 
decentralized Network (AN), given the criticality of this kind of  health services. AN’s autonomy should be 
enhanced by passing the intent data such as knowledge (expertise, rule), strategy, and policy to each AN or 
each layer of AN. That is, technically IBN (Intent Based Network) should be integrated with AN. This integration 

enables agile/zero-touch/automatic satisfaction of SLA with more optimality in network cost/performance. 
These agility and optimality are critical for e-health application such as remote surgery and remote counseling.   
Besides the integration of AN and IBN, DLT (Distributed Ledger Technology) should be used and integrated to 

ensure the immutability/auditability of data and constraints. These are imposed by the intents at the various 
levels and composed to ensure the complex services or services with higher level of integration. These services 
are such as remote surgery/counseling or support to injured or depressed persons on the territory. The origin, 

integrity, confidentiality of data is ensured using DLT that thus also enables the full auditability of the complex 
service.  
To sum up, Ecosoft e-health is Ecological Software for e-health (electric health). Ecological Software is a kind of 

life cycle optimal information/knowledge software in each AN layer/domain. Remote Surgery and Remote 
Counseling are typical instances of the complex services for e-health. Establishing Zero-touch/automatic agile 
and safe optimal slice operation to ensure such complex services is enabled thanks to equal democratic (no-

centered) collaboration by Autonomous decentralized Networks (ANs) using intent of IBN as glue among each 
layer/AN as well as immutability/ auditability of DLT. 
 



 

 

2.3 SLA management 

SLA management is key for the business requirements as it is formalizing the contractual relationship regarding 
the capacity and QoS indicators of the related product. 

The objective of SLA management is to develop and maintain, in the product offering repository, acceptable 
and/or commercially agreed performance thresholds standards for purchased product offerings to support the 
customer QoS/SLA management process. 

SLA standardization (through the TMF API) is useful in a multi-partner environment where exchanging SLA is 
needed in order to allow rapid and efficient SLA life cycle management across partner’s environment. From the 
SLA perspective, duties and rights are assigned to each actor and associated roles mainly in the case where a 
service is composed of various components brought by different partners within federation or / and syndication 

models. 
In our Catalyst, a goal is to be able to provide a SLA to the end-customer (associated to an application which 
can be composed of micro-services) based on an agreement for the performance of the slice provided. The slice 

definition is defined at CFS level in a CFS template which should be common to all service providers. 
The business SLA then needs to be translated into a technical SLA that is implemented in the network through 
the production layer. This needs to be transmitted through the layers of ODA framework with the support of 

CFS/RFS data models. We can implement this through the intent across ODA and for several CSPs. 
The DLT (Distributed Ledger Technology) integrated with intent based autonomous decentralized network is 
used to register SLA information based on orders as well as business/service  SLA measurements and violations. 

It is the Single Source of Truth (SSoT) to have view on E2E QoS and is auditable in case of troubleshooting or 
billing issue. 

https://projects.tmforum.org/wiki/display/CEE/SLA+management


 

 

3  Architecture 

In the following, we first underline the challenges and our architectural goals and then describe the architecture 
in details with PoC focused on the TMF API usage in relevant scenarios. 

Challenge in Architecture for Catalyst Innovation: 
In the previous Skynet catalyst, Fulfilment scenarios were examined in some detail.   Last year's catalyst assumed 
that the services have previously been instantiated but concentrated on Assurance scenarios covering multiple  
operators. It introduced two innovations: proactive action (Assurance++) and involvement of multiple parties 

in decisions to avoid service problems. 

This year's catalyst EcoSoft Ehealth proposes the innovative architecture AID as follows:  

1 AID is AN type IBN using DLT. AN is Autonomous decentralized Network. IBN is Intent Based Network.  DLT 
is Distributed Ledger Technology leveraging the stream (data flow forming distributed synchronized 

storage) of SSOT (Single Source of Truth).   
2 It is based on ODA by open API and ONAP (Open Network Architecture Platform Linux),  
3 AID aims to realize TMF manifest ODA (Open Digital Architecture) 
4 Ecosoft e-health where EcoSoft is Ecological (life cycle optimal information/knowledge of each AN 

layer/domain) Software for Ehealth (Electric health), in order to establish,  
5 Zero-touch/automatic agile optimal (one/no operator) slice operation, especially effective to mitigate 

peak load in concurrent use, incl. multi-carrier, MEC (Mobile/Multiple Edge Computing), Pro-active 

assurance, and secure settlement. These are enabled thanks to equal collaboration of Autonomous 
decentralized Networks (ANs) using intent as glue among each ADM (loop) as well as immutability/ 
auditability of DLT. 

Architecture Goal: 

Ultra-reliability, agile (service problems should be fixed within seconds), optimal, safe business 

Demo Stage for PoC of Architecture: 

Stage 1) agile optimal assurance, Settlement (business factor) 

Stage 2) Fulfillment (Implementation incl. safe automatic slice creation with SLA violation notified) 

Architecture Challenge in detail: 

Current models like MEF LSO Reference Architecture promote direct operator responsibility for the segment 
under their control. Each “segment” operator is free to apply any assurance solution, as long as it allows to fulfill 

SLA requirements. SLA violations apply penalty payments. In fact, inter-carrier service is delivered by the supply 
chain of operators. The resiliency is determined by the “weakest link”. Introducing prescriptive service 
assurance in own network allows an operator to maintain a reputation of reliable partner capable to meet harsh 

requirements for mission critical applications.  

However, the operation was neither agile nor optimal. They say it generally takes more than ten minutes to 
switch slices for fixing problems. Really, for instance, operation was mostly done manual, not zero-touch, and 
operation time was 15 minutes at least. Business factor was not mostly handled automatically. Still worse, it 

was low quality (in optimality), not open (even in case of onboarding), not secure, no automatic settlement or 
no business intent consideration support. 



 

 

The next step is to expand proactive agile optimal assurance capabilities to span across all the network 
segments of the end-to-end connectivity service. This in turn will allow to more efficiently and effectively 
address the requirements of mission critical application (through proactive mitigation of SLA violations e.g. surf 

in demands of bandwidth on emergency). This will vastly contribute to increasing the reliability of such services. 
It will provide required support for mission critical applications like medical applications including AI counselor 
VICA. 

In other words, challenge is as follows:  E2E services leveraging on 5G technology was already addressed in the 

past years. We demonstrated how to create complex medical teaching classes and remote (AI) counseling by 
composing services continuing to connect several labs and clouds through dynamic operation on network 
trouble. The step ahead is to enable agile optimality with business factor consideration in medical use cases. 

For doing this, what is missing is the agile optimal assurance operation with safely satisfying business intention 
for complex services. As mentioned above, it will be obtained by AID architecture aggregating simpler ones on 
connection problems. For EcoSoft Ehealth, our AID architecture can find the optimal, agile and trustworthy 

service automatically with Zero Touch by AM (Autonomous Matcher). AM is need-offer matching approach of 
AID. Further, ADM is "Autonomous Decentralized Marketplace". As the near future goal, more equal anyplace 
anytime autonomic decentralized Marketplace: ADM (Autonomous Decentralized Marketplace / Matcher) 

integrated with DLT can be realized by ONAP base ODA using TMF open API. We need an auditable service 
composition ensuring confidentiality and addressing high quality demands. For example, high quality safe 
service continuity on emergency/disaster such as pandemic, should support remote AI/human 

counselors/consultants for health care useful as easy data collection and information giving tools.  

3.1  Overview of Architecture and Benefits 

The architecture of EcoSoft eHealth is called AID. AN is the abbreviation of "Autonomous decentralized 

Network". IBN is "Intent Based Network". DLT is "Distributed Ledger Technology". AID is the architecture for 
agile, optimal, safe operation. That is Agile, Optimal, Open to secure collaboration, AN and Business-Intention 
based thanks to Autonomous decentralized Networks (ANs) using intent as glue (IBN) among each AN/layer as 
well as immutability/auditability of DLT. It is integrated by openly cooperative but locally matching loops 

composing & forming ADM (Autonomous Decentralized Marketplace) using Intent/DLT.  

AID is as follows: 

• AN goes towards fully automated zero wait, zero touch, zero trouble innovative network/ICT services, 
supporting self-configuration, self-healing, self-optimizing and self-evolving telecom network 
infrastructures for agile optimality. AN orients fully decentralized marketplaces for creating/finding 

need/offer any-cast matching more localized than but somewhat similar to loops in/among layers of 
TMF ANF Project. AN orient means Autonomous decentralized, no centered, equal, democratic for 
efficient open collaboration. 

• IBN enables collaboration/aggregation of AN composition/layers by Intent information. It has  
requirement/expertise for high level optimality inclusive of business factors by cooperation among 
each AN element/layer. It works as glue among each composition/ layer.  

• DLT is used for decentralized, immutable, secure settlement and multi-party trust, including service 
certification verification and service composition auditability. By immutable  secure data, DLT enables 

SSoT (Single Source of Truth) and service/identity assurance for safety.  

 



 

 

TMF contribution and benefit of AID Architecture: 

The contribution of proposed architecture AID to TMF (API) and its details are as follows: 

1. The functional capability of TMF open (rest) APIs can be enhanced just by passing SSoT stream (address, 
Fig. 3.1) as parameters without changing interface of the standard APIs.  

2. Automatic zero-touch (agile/no-human-error) secure operation (e.g. safe automatic slice creation with 

SLA violation monitoring) including inter-carrier/multi-carrier settlement can be supported by the 
enhancement 

3. It is realized in backyard digital twin world on architectural infrastructure of AID (AN based IBN using DLT) 

having trustful immutable distributed and decentralized background data/knowledge base.  
4. More in detail, TMF open (rest) APIs need not change. DLT digital twin using SSOT stream as arguments of 

API can realize safe digital enabling even for monetization considering Business Intention among stake 

holders. AID architectural infrastructure enables digital ID of knowledge or data records including intent/ 
(network) state to be sent to DLT. Such DLT’s data/knowledge base is constructed by SSoT stream 
indicated as parameters of open TMF API to find requests (problems/ requirements), offers 
(products/services) and the safe matching among them along with settlements and so on.  

5. SSoT stream is a stream (digital ID inclusive) of information comprising state (of network), requirement, 
and knowledge (expertise), e.g. CFS (Customer facing Service) as SLA resource creation 
template/knowledge, (business/service) intent as glue among each layer of ANs.  

Benefits of AID for EcoSoft Ehealth are as follows: 

• Agile zero-touch optimal assurance/fulfilment operation by AN inclusive of ADM (Autonomous open 
Decentralized Marketplace formed in AN) 

• Safe digital enabling especially for monetization by DLT 

• Business Intention considering by IBN. 

• AN orient open, no-center, and any-cast approach causes possibility of agile cost-saving and safe use 
of top excellence or top quality connectivity (either CSP or end user) among available 
resources/services, such as dynamic slicing to Edge cloud leverage, when needed and offered by 
anyone, anytime, and anyplace 

• No boundaries: AID enables the hiring of the best of breed resources and their composition on need. 
No limit on expertize we can put on field. 

• E-health and ICT companies (CSPs, vendors, etc.) can manage agile optimal composition including safe 
monetization thanks to AID auditable decentralized “marketplaces”. Meanwhile, end users can rely on 

a service that is the best the technology can offer, and end users can thus easily manage complexity 
and ensure reliability, enabling auditability in critical services. 

 

 



 

 

 

Fig. 3.1 AID Architecture 

3.2 TMF API Selection for PoC of AID open 5G Ecosoft architecture 

In this catalyst we primarily consider the use of TMF APIs between the ecosystem participants.  Of course, APIs 
are also used between systems within each operator or (AI) software agent, and standardization brings benefits 

to these interfaces as well. API selection is considered for our two PoC scenarios (use cases) as follow s: 

 1)    PoC scenario 1 

This PoC scenario (use case) is broken into two main phases.  Firstly, a problem is predicted or detected.  Then, 

action is taken to avoid or resolve the problem. As a prerequisite, this scenario, different from the next one, 
assumes ordering and fulfilment have already taken place whose stage includes SLA negotiation using the TMF 
623 SLA Management API. 

1a) Problem Communication 

To communicate the problem between operators, we concentrate on the service layer.   The consumer is not 
interested in a problem with a particular device (resource) and in fact would not necessarily have the topological 

information to work out the consequences of such a problem.  Rather, they are interested in the direct effect 
of the problem on the service, i.e. the utility being provided. 

From ODA perspective, the service is managed in the Production layer.   This raises the question of whether it is 
appropriate for the Production layer to directly communicate with external partners. In the ODA diagram, this 

is suggested by the placement of the Engagement Management box spanning all three layers (production, 



 

 

service, and resource layers).  Likewise, MEF also anticipates this pattern through the inclusion of the Interlude 
reference point.  

In these scenarios/use cases, we have chosen to use the TMF 656 Service Problem Management API to notify 

partners of problems.  This is assumed to be via the Engagement Management layer to provide B2B exposure, 
but this is independent of the functional payload. For simplicity, it is omitted from the sequence diagrams 
below. 

Separately, reporting on eligible product offering from a product category could take place via the TMF679 

Product Offer Qualification to look for alternate but optimal connectivity.   This TMF679 will be enhanced by our 
AID architecture. It is used for checking such eligibility and safe finding of optimal products in price also. Thus, 
PoC scenario 1 promisingly contributes to TMF by using DLT stream with SSoT's intent as glue among each AN 

(e.g. CSP of product/service/ resource layer). Such an AID integration mechanism causes autonomous agile open 
safe digital enabling due to its equal democratic collaborative decentralization and immutability/auditability.  

This architecture has chosen to keep the problem propagation path as simple as possible to enable rapid 

resolution of time-critical problems.  However, it is preferable that all interaction should pass via Commerce 
Management or via DLT also for trust or security due to its immutability and auditability as shown in SD.   

TMF 656 Service Problem Management API is used at multiple levels of the value chain.  A problem in an access 

network provider is communicated to the composite WAN provider interacting with the application service 
provider.  The service instances are separate in the value chain. Each of these multiple (two) levels has an access 
service id and a WAN service id. 

1b) Problem Remediation 

In the second part of each use case, actions are requested from one party to another.   In use case scenario 1, 
the lead network operator needs to order a completely new service from a different provider.  This is beyond 
the level of delegation allowed to the service orchestrator, as it requires commercial procurement and 

fulfilment.  Therefore in this case the TMF622 Product Ordering API is used.  Because the issue originated from 
the service layer, a kind of "reverse decomposition" is required to identify suitable products that could be 
ordered (from one or more providers) to deliver the required service capability.  

As a business factor, the TMF666 Service Account Management API is used for inter-carrier settlement. This is 
also to be integrated with DLT for secure settlement by immutability and auditability.  

To sum up, these standard APIs are enhanced by introducing our AID architecture which passes SSoT stream 

(address) as parameters of these APIs (Fig. 3.1). These TMF open APIs are not changed but enhanced towards 
autonomous agile open safe digital enabling. This enabling thanks to equal collaboration of  Autonomous 
decentralization Networks (ANs) using intent as glue among each ADM (loop) as well as 

immutability/auditability of DLT. 

 2)    PoC scenario 2 

In scenario (use case) 2, the request is within the boundaries of the service contract originally struck between 
the provider and consumer.  As described above, this corresponds to the Interlude reference point defined by 

MEF, between service orchestrators.  In this scenario, (implementing just service) ordering and fulfilment are 
handled.  This starts from SLA negotiation using the TMF 623 SLA Management API. Then the product is ordered 
by the TMF 622 Product Ordering from which the service order to fulfil is created. The TMF 641 Service Ordering 

API allows ordering to Service layer (slice creation and its violation monitoring of Mavenier in our Catalyst).  



 

 

1a) Service Ordering and Fulfilment by slice creation 

In this scenario, application users of such as counselor agent VICA select the production catalogue. The selected 
catalogue is sent to lead CSP (Communication Service Provider) as a basic requirement.   Lead CSP collaborating 

with DLT creates the product order and SLA definition. The product order is sent to CSP1-BSS by TMF622 Product 
Ordering of TMF Open APIs. For agile open safe digital enabling due to its equal democratic decentralized 
collaboration with such as DLT having immutability/auditability, TMF622 will be enhanced by our AID 
architecture but its PoC implementation will be in the near future. CSP1-BSS creates the service order from the 

product order. In order to send it to CSP1-slice management, TMF641 Service Ordering of TMF Open API is used. 
In the future, our AID architecture should also enhance the API by wrapping it to DLT for safe digital enabling. 
This service order is executed. Assigning network/Cloud resources, slice is created to fulfill the basic 

requirement.   

2b) SLA Violation finding and negotiation 

After the slice is created, the quality, cost, and so on should be monitored about the violation of SLA (Service 

Level Agreement). Even only one of network resources can cause a significant performance problem on the 
whole of the created slice in such as bandwidth, latency, quality, etc. Due to combination of many network 
resources it can be a combinatorial problem since SLA can be violated in a whole. It requires knowledge or rules 

which can be specified in API’s parameters/references (e.g. CFS) as SSoT's intent of our AID architecture. 
TMF623 SLA Management API enhanced as such is used for complex problems to find SLA violation. PoC 
scenario 2 promisingly contributes to TMF by using DLT stream with SSoT's intent as glue among each AN (CSP 

of product/service/ resource layer). Such an AID integration mechanism causes autonomous agile open safe 
digital enabling due to its equal collaborative decentralization and immutability/auditability. This 
implementation focuses on service level but AID can consider business intent by IBN integration in the future. 

3.3 Poc scenario (CSP Use Case) 

Scenario 1: Inter-Carrier Reactive Assurance with optimal secure Service Provision 
In this scenario, a cable cut due to disaster causes a problem in an inter-carrier transit link provided by NTT(-
com), that forms part of an end-to-end communications service managed by Orange. 

In response, Orange seeks alternate international connectivity by broadcasting a query to world -wide 
international transit providers including NTT (-com), Sparkle, etc.  Upon positive confirmation that the service 
can be provided with the optimal cost-performance including agility, a new product is ordered to procure this 

connectivity.  This service order is executed at the commerce management layer. Owing to AID (AN/IBN/DLT) 
and ADM, it results in a completely new contract including secure automatic account with a selected provider 
optimal in performance, cost, and agility. 

The following TMF Open APIs are used: 

• TMF623 SLA Management (described above but not shown) 

• TMF656 Service Problem Management 

• TMF679 Product Offer Qualification 

• TMF622 Product Ordering 

The steps of the assurance scenario are as follows: 



 

 

1 NTT(COM)'s assurance system detects a problem in an international link and raises the problem in the 
internal fault management system. 

2 This fault management system determines the impacted services and their associated customers, and 

creates associated service problems. 
3 The creation of the service problem triggers a ServiceProblemCreateEvent to the consuming operator 

(Orange) according to the TMF 656 API (service problem management). 
4 Orange, as the lead communications provider, records this problem in its own problem management 

system as a fault in an underlying connection. 
5 Orange's system determines the impact of this underlying problem on services that it provides, in this 

case to the health application provided by a University. 

6 This service problem is notified to the University by TMF 656 API.  
7 Orange, as lead communications provider, looks for alternate optimal connectivity.   By TMF 679 API 

(product offer qualification), Orange publishes a request to find out whether any providers could offer a 

suitable transit service. 
8 Both Sparkle and NTT (needed for optimality demo) respond with an available product and associated 

price. 

9 Orange’s local loop (ADM matching simulator) selects the optimal service (e.g. in price/time within SLA) 
and order the service via TMF 622 API (product order). 

10 Sparkle confirms the order and agile connection (within seconds). TMF 622 API notify that Sparkle quickly 

completes connection service. Orange integrates it into end-to-end communications service. 
11 Orange notifies to University (an application provider) by TMF 656 API, that the problem is resolved.  
12 TMF 666 API for secure settlement due to interaction with DLT. DLT can check authenticity of offer ID, 

product, and price. 



 

 

 

Fig. 3.2 Inter-Carrier Reactive Assurance with optimal secure Service Provision 

 

Scenario 2: Slice Creation for Service fulfilment with SLA violation checked 
In this scenario, Users such as patients of counselor agent VICA select the service catalogue menu. The selected 

service catalogue is sent as a basic requirement, via EA (Enterprise Application) and CRM (Customer Resource 
Manager). It is sent to NaaS (Network as a Service) via BSS (Business Support System) of lead CSP 
(Communication Service Provider).  Lead CSP creates the product order and send it to CSP1-BSS. CSP1-BSS 

creates the service order and sends to CSP1 slice management/assurance of Mavenier. This  service order is 
executed. Assigning network/Cloud resources (including MEC), slice is created to fulfill the basic requirement 
according to an SLA (Service Level Agreement).  For the slice to fulfill the requirement, SLA violation is checked. 

The following TMF Open APIs are used: 

• TMF622 Product Ordering 
• TMF641 Service Ordering 
• TMF623 SLA Management 

 

 

The steps in the Fulfilment Demo scenario are as follows: 



 

 

1. VICA user sends (application) product catalogue to Lead CSP (Resource Consumer) via CRM.  
2. Lead CSP creates digital contract with service & SLA definition negotiated (agreed) with CSP1 and 

sends SLA definition to DLT. Then SLA resource (SLA information) is created. 

1. DLT and CSP1 create SLA resource for violation notifications. SLA resource (SLA information) is 
“object” type data of SLA definition that is part of product specification. When received, stored, 
and used in Mavenir Assurance function of Mavenir (Assurance), this is manifested as a SLA 
resource. Due to leveraging DLT, SLA management becomes very safe and auditable. 

2. CSP1 posts TMF 623 SLA management API, {href: <sla.Resource>, “related 
Party”:[{“slaAuditor”}], “rule”:[{“id”;<>, “unit”<>, “ref-Value”<>, “tolerance” :<>}]} to Mavenir 
(Assurance). The request for SLA resource creation is accepted by Mavenir (Assurance) and a 

new SLA resource is created. 
3. Mavenir (Assurance) sends the created SLA resource id: “CFS-Correlator” as the response to 

CSP1 (-BSS). DLT is now prepared to receive and record violation notifications from Mavenir 

(Assurance). 
3. Lead CSP posts TMF 622 product order to CSP1 (-BSS). CSP1 (-BSS) creates service order (request) from 

Lead CSP’s product catalogue and send to Mavenir (CSMF/NSMF) by service ordering TMF 641 

(“@type:”, “serviceOrderItem”[“action”:”add”,”serviceType”:”CFS”,….]). CSMF is communication 
Service Management Function, and NSMF is Network Slice Management Function. CFS is the Customer 
Facing Definition published earlier by Mavenir for creating a network slice  

4. Mavenir (CSMF/NSMF) sends response to service order by TMF 641 API.  
5. CSP1 sends it to DLT and the Lead CSP to record and indicate respectively that order has been 

accepted. 
6. Mavenir (CSMF/NSMF) creates slice, referring the CFS in the service order (TMF 641). The CFS contains 

information on SLA. CFS can be used to create SLA violation resource (object). The CFS template 
captures all the service specifications. This is contained in the service  order request. A reference to the 
SLA is one of the parameters. The reference is also expected in the service order request. The SLA is 

mapped through CFS to the SLA metric definition in the Product Specification by CSP1-BSS. SLA metric 
definition indicates the metrics on which rules (e.g. validation period) for the SLA are specified. It 
makes Lead CSP know how the service assurance can be measured for the product on offer.  

7. Mavenir (CSMF/NSMF) creates service order completion notification message and sends it to CSP1 by 
TMF 641 API; serviceOrderCreateEvent {…, “event” {“service order”<resource>, “status”:”completed” 
…}}. This step is a notification indicating that the service order implementation has been completed i.e. 

the network slice has been created. At this point, the Mavenir assurance function of Mavenir 
(Assurance) starts monitoring the slice for any SLA violations. 

8. CSP1 sends it to the DLT to record order fulfillment event. 
9. Mavenir (Assurance) detects SLA Violation by integrating the simple static performance of each 

resource in the created slice. The result is reported as a notification to CSP1 and DLT by TMF 623 event 
structure specified in parameters (SSoT stream) of  TMF623 SLA management API {“event Type”: “SLA 
ViolationCreateNotification”,“eventTime”:<Time>, “event”:{…}}. EventTime indicates the time when 

the violation happens. i.e. the SLA is not met due to one or more network components not fulfilling 
the criteria set in the SLA. 



 

 

10. In case of violation detection, the CSP1 (-BSS) can initiate a remedial action defined against the 
violation. 

 

Fig. 3.3 Fulfilment of base requirement by Slice creation with SLA validated 

 



 

 

4 E-health use case: VICA Counseling Service 

Ecosoft e-health (EcoEH) catalyst will unleash the potential of next generation micro-services that will be 
designed to work in an ecosystem where a reliable networking and edge computation capabilities can be 

accessed ‘as a service’ providing advanced and trustworthy SLA . These new generation micro-services can be 
combined in orchestrations in a much simpler way than the actual AI Counselor service  

5G networks have significantly progressed towards ultra-reliable low latency high speed as well as innovative 
automatic network operations. Meanwhile, cognitive computing paves the way for machines to have artificial 

intelligence (AI) which is a reasoning ability analogous to human. For the scope of this white paper we, Professor 
Setsuo Tsuruta and Yoshitaka Sakurai of Meiji University have developed and are in collaboration with EcoEH 

catalyst project team (in particular with Japanese company: Maruka Robotics)   working on an AI Counselor 

called VICA “Visual Counseling Agent” [3]. VICA is an AI medical service for remote mental healthcare to 
teach/help emotionally distressed people through awareness by voice conversations. With emergencies like 
Corvid-19 massive amounts of people consult human counselors. The traffic that hospitals and existing 

telephone counseling currently receive is at maximum capacity and are becoming easily overwhelmed. AI 
counselors (VICAs) are necessary to cope with the surge in demand. They help mentally distressed or anxious 
people.  

In counseling, patients are very sensitive due to emotional distress. Unlike surgery, VICA tries to avoid intrusive 
operations which can further hurt these sensitive people. Instead, it uses “active/sensitive listening” to promote 
confession-like conversations for self-awareness by the patients themselves. This counseling methodology was 

advocated by Rogers in the US and prevails (among therapists or counsellors) in the world. In real-time critical 
intrusive operations such as surgery, counseling requires a high-performance sensing capability to know clients’ 
subtle mental condition by accurately recognizing the client’s feelings through their speech along with their 
emotional change.  

However, our counseling AI machines have problems with speech recognition on conventional networks such 
as 4G. They use the world highest level of cloud-native voice recognition services such as Google speech-to-text 
cloud. However, even these servers have at least one error per two sentences on average. In some cases it can 

take ten seconds or more in response time, with our worst-case scenario being a complete disconnection from 
the network. Accurate speech recognition using majority decision by multiple recognizers requires multiplex 
voice transmission to cloud-native recognition servers. It also requires repetitive text transmission among 

counseling clients (terminals) and servers cooperating for the error recovery in case the accuracy check and its 
improvement are done by the counseling servers.  

VICA will need ultra-reliable low latency high speed networks and cloud services, as well as ultra-low latency in 

(multiple) inter-carrier transportation if servers are remote to ensure adequate accuracy.  Data rate, bandwidth 
or transmission speed is a problem as in the case of emergency such as a pandemic, if a vast number of people 
use this system in parallel.  

 For VICA advanced aiming at further practical usage, “active/sensitive listening” requires high performance 

namely quick and accurate fusion of sensor data. Besides voice data, we are looking forward to including image 
data for recognition of body language such as facial expression, vocal data for tone recognition, body 
temperature, heart rate, etc., to detect a client’s emotion or its change. If we combine all this together an 

extremely large amount of data is transmitted to the cloud.   

 We are making an attempt (through this catalyst) to integrate the first version of facial expression detection 
for recognizing the change of emotion. A feeling of sadness can indicate anxiety whereas a feeling of happiness 



 

 

can indicate the client is doing fine. Defining the former as a negative feeling and the latter as a positive feeling, 
the change of emotion is detected during the consultation. The change of emotion is very important for VICA. 
It eventually will include more degrees such as very sad, neutral (neither sad nor happy) or a bit happy, very 

happy. Anxiety degree for VICA advanced is defined in terms of face expression measurement. It is integrated 
with emotion detection by voice/speech recognition. It is the indispensable collaborat ion to enhance the total 
accuracy of emotion change recognition required by VICA approaching “active/sensitive listening” type AI 
counseling. 

For complex scenarios such as a patient smiling but still in stress can be part of the next release (Ex: Movement 
of lips, movement of eyebrows, movement of chin, movement of chicks, eyes movement, dialogue delivery, 
head movement). In addition to body temperature, heart rate, etc., we need to analyze sound output, dialog 

delivery etc. as part of the audio analysis. Eventually, combining all the recognition analysis of various types of 
data will provide a further accurate sensor fusion necessary for AI counseling. We are working actively on this 
to integrate facial expression and human gesture-based feedback. 

 Thus, 5G/6G networks are considered instrumental for AI counselor service, end customers can sign up for this 
service on the marketplace as defined in this white paper.  To prove the effectiveness of 5G/6G. We have made 
an attempt through VICA advanced architecture using 5G/slice to conduct experiments and analyzing the results 

to locate any problems on conventional networks and difference with respect to 5G/6G network when it comes 
to an cloud based AI counselling agent. 

 To sum up, at present VICA has a voice interface for counseling to help distressed people by means of  C.R. 

Roger’s “active/sensitive listening” methodology [4]. This methodology requires high performance listening 
ability eventually using multiple sensor fusion to identify with great reliability and accuracy client’s subtle 
emotion and/or its changes to continue conversation towards client’s self -awareness. An advanced version is 
under development for this. Currently, even just voice recognition has problems on 4G networks. VICA uses 

Google speech-to-text cloud which is the world’s highest level of cloud-native voice recognition service. 
However, it sometimes takes several seconds in response time (in the worst case) as well as an error every one 
or two sentences. Further, among inter-carrier, even text transmission can have problems in network latency 

as well as speed (data rate or throughput) which become problems to VICA in cases of emergency such as a 
pandemic when large amounts of people use this system in parallel. Thus, 5G networks are considered useful 
for VICA. 

Due to “active/sensitive listening” methodology, VICA can obtain patients’ fatal data that they dislike to 
disclose. It includes healthcare data but also personal identification data such as patients’ belief, thought, and 
several secrets inclusive of weak points. If other people steal the data, it becomes serious problems. Even if the 

id of data or the data itself is changed, it also becomes a serious problem. Thus the ability obtained by AID’s 
combination between AN’s Autonomous-decentralization and DLT's Decentralized Identities is very 
important. Decentralization common to both technologies is expected significantly to increase such as integrity, 
immutability, and data source verification capability. 

 

 



 

 

5  Ecosoft E-health Participants 

Here is the snapshot of participants  
  

Participants Champions 

Maruka Robotics Co., Ltd. Meiji University 

Mavenir Università degli studi di Milano 

 NTT 

 Orange 

 TIM 

 IOTA Foundation 

  

  

  

  

 

5.1  Champions 

5.1.1 Meiji University 

Meiji University is one of Tokyo six representative universities, ranking solidly among the best universities in 
Japan, currently consisting of 10 schools and 16 Graduate Schools. They include School of Interdisciplinary 
Mathematical Sciences which further includes Dept. of Network Design. The department is researching network 

systems as well as machine learning. Here, a remote medical AI system (Counseling Agent and robot) are 
researched and developed, collaborating with University of Milan etc. The Counseling A gent named VICA is AI 
medical service for remote mental healthcare to emotionally distressed persons. Such persons are increasing 

but human counselors and hospitals are limited. Besides, even telephone capacity is very few especially on 
emergency like Corvid-19, though extremely massive persons consult using voice. Thus, AI counselors including 
consultancy are necessary. Currently VICA communicates by voice towards client’s problem solutions. However, 

even the highest level voice recognition cloud used in VICA has problems of reliability, speed, etc. in current 4G 
networks. Through solving such problems by proposing the new (advanced version) VICA idea and production 
inclusive of  5G slice, edge computing, and image recognition in AI counselor, Meiji Univers ity is engaged in 

proving the usefulness of the next generation of 5G services based on slicing etc.  

5.1.2 NTT 

NTT led the Business Concept for Skynet. In Japan, there is a growing need for remote health care services to 
provide more efficient medical care for people on remote islands and disaster areas. While the number of elders 

is increasing, there are few available medical-care locally in rural area. In addition, the recent experiences in 
natural disaster encourages the public opinion to prepare for the incident. For this reason, NTT has been 
engaged in this field for several years. In order to realize the remote medical care services, communication 

service providers should offer flexible, guaranteed, dynamical and secured network services such as 5G network 
service in parallel with the platform capabilities to interact with other verticals. To expand the 5G netw ork 
service quickly and at low cost, it is necessary to not only use a newly built network but also a legacy network 



 

 

and to provide the service on the hybrid network. We brought in a hybrid network in Skynet and developed a 
domain orchestrator to manage such a network. 

5.1.3 Orange 

In France and in African affiliates where Orange is present, the need for health care networking services as well 
as the need for international coordination in case of epidemic is growing. Orange is highly involved in those 
subjects through its corporate entities as well as its enterprise business unit Orange Business Services. In 
addition, its wholesales activity is a key asset. 

Orange supports the ODA and TMF modelling for its IT architecture. The set-up of remote health care services 
across multiple operators through 5G and automation across hybrid networks will enable Orange to envision 
the next generation of 5G services based on slicing. Implementing is key but monitoring as well to ensure that 

the SLAs are met and that the network can be healed manually or automatically. 
In this Catalyst, Orange assured together with NTT the leadership of the project. Orange also provided technical 
guidance on ODA, the use of TMF APIs and the modelisation through UML. 

5.1.4 TIM 

This is the era of digital life and technology is a fundamental asset to allow it.   
TIM enables access to digital life because it creates innovation and offers the possibility to be always connected 

with innovative telecommunication services, cloud, multimedia contents e verywhere and on any device with 
simplicity and safety. Digital also means smart services for enterprises, citizen, and public administration that 
TIM provides. 

Not just technology, but culture also changes, mutually modifying and we believe that ICT techn ologies are 
relevant for a smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. 
http://www.telecomitalia.com/tit/en.html 
http://www.telecomitalia.com/tit/en/about-us/branding/brands/our-brands.html 

5.1.5 IOTA Foundation 

The IOTA Foundation is a global not-for-profit foundation incorporated and headquartered in Germany. The 
IOTA Foundation's mission is to support the research and development of new distributed ledger technologies 

(DLT), including the IOTA Tangle. The Foundation encourages the education and adoption of distributed ledger 
technologies through the creation of ecosystems and the standardization of these new protocols. 
The IOTA Tangle moves beyond blockchain by providing the world's first scalable, feeless and fully decentralized 

distributed ledger technology. The Tangle uses its own unique technology to solve three fundamental problems 
with blockchain technology: high fees, scaling and centralization. It is an open-source protocol connecting the 
human economy with the machine economy by facilitating novel Machine -to-Machine (M2M) interactions, 

including secure data transfer, feeless micropayments, and secure access control for devices. 

5.1.6 Università degli studi di Milano 

Università degli Studi di Milano (UMIL) is a major higher education and research institution in Italy, offering 
degrees in all areas of science and humanities. The University is articulated in 33 Departments related to 8 

Faculties and 2 Schools. UMIL is the only Italian University to be part of the LERU (League of European Research 
Universities). The Computer Science Department (DI http://www.di.unimi.it/ecm/home), founded 27 of April, 
2012, performs research and teaching in the area of Computer Science and related scientific areas. The DI has 

200 members overall, including its faculty, technical and administrative staff, Ph.D students, research scholars 
and adjunct professor. The Secure Service–oriented Software Architectures Research (SESAR) Lab 
(http://sesar.di.unimi.it/), led by Prof. Ernesto Damiani and established in 2003, is part of the Department of 

http://www.telecomitalia.com/tit/en.html
http://www.telecomitalia.com/tit/en/about-us/branding/brands/our-brands.html


 

 

Computer Science of the Università degli Studi di Milano. It has a staff of 10 full–time researchers and post–
docs, plus a number of Ph.D. candidates with experience in several fields including, advanced mobile networking 
solutions, Big Data Analytics, Edge/Cloud security and performance security certification of software/services, 

mobile geolocation and privacy, formal verification of distributed systems, cloud testing and monitoring and 
microservices architecture . This concretizes in a solid background in the field of empirical software engineering 
and in system and network security. Long-term grants from major companies, such as Cisco Systems, Telecom 
Italia, Nokia Siemens Networks, British Telecom and others fund several of SESAR Lab‘s current and past 

researches. 

5.2 Partners 

5.2.1 Mavenir Systems 

A proven expert in network transformation, Mavenir helps CSPs transform network economics by embracing 
disruptive and innovative technology and business models, delivering service agility, velocity and driving NFV 
evolution to achieve web-scale economics. Mavenir’s cloud-native, web-scale architectures foster new service 

models, open interfaces, and rapid innovation across the entire network.  
Mavenir Slice Orchestrator delivers 5G Slice service by logically creating a slice over 5G infrastructure to allow 
multiple enterprise customers to share the same network. This translates directly into lower costs to the CSPs 

by offering a better user experience and more efficient network resource utilization. Slice Orchestration 
performs end-to-end Service Orchestration of the mobile network and comprises of Service design center for 
service creation, Network Service Orchestration. The solution drives innovation by supporting standard APIs 

(TMF, 3GPP, ETSI) and seamlessly integrates with Mavenir Service Assurance for AI/ML driven closed-loop 
automation and SLA management. Mavenir Service Assurance powered by AI and Analytics delivers 
operational simplicity and end-to-end visibility into the network. It embraces open network principles by 

integrating with any cloud, any vendor, any technology domain. 

5.2.2 Maruka Robotics Co., Ltd. 

Maruka continues to support innovative technologies and services in the age of Robotics Society from behind 
the scenes, leading humanity to a future society the likes of which it has never experienced before.  

Representative: Dr. Hiroshi Fujikawa, President & CEO 
Business operations:  

Introduction and support of RPA （Robotic Process Automation） 

Support for introducing IT security solutions for factories 
Development and sales of VICA counselor/communicator Agent 

Organizational membership: BCCC （Blockchain Collaborative Consortium） 

Business locations:  
headquarters>5-59-10 Honkomagome Bunkyo City Tokyo JAPAN 

lab> 1-5-1-402 Shimizuguchi Shiroi City Chiba JAPAN 
Tel:03-5834-2231  URL:www.maruka.com 
Group companies: Shanghai Maruka Computer Co., Ltd. handling ICT product 
 



 

 

6 Conclusions and Next Phase 

Our Catalyst proposed the AID (AN/IBN/DLT) architecture for Ecosoft e-health. This contributes TMF by 
enhancing its open APIs without changing the interface but by just passing SSoT stream (address) as its 

parameters. This feasibility towards agile autonomic (automatic) safe network operation was partly confirmed 
by implementation of fulfilment phase for 5G PoC. The implementation of slice creation with SLA violation 
notification using CFS was done by the help of Mavenir in agile quality operation support and IOTA in safety by 
DLT. This implementation does not include business factor such as inter-carrier settlement whose scenario was 

just proposed for 5G Poc. It was the scenario of more optimal agile safe operation for assurance phase in case 
of service problem occurrence. It uses ADM (Automatic Decentralized Marketplace) of AID.   
In the near future, it will be more refined in such as the methodology of ADM (Automatic Decentralized 

Marketplace) and so on. It is implemented for such as optimality including business factor, and evaluated by 
including BSS. Thus, it will pursuit further optimality/ agility (zero-touch automation) including business factors 
(intelligence/intent) and safe (auditable) settlement among inter-/multi- carriers. It is seriously required by 

complex systems such as e-health needing micro-service methodology. 
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